
Our high-performance entrance mats allow building 
managers to keep their buildings clean—and keep 

cleaning costs down.

LET'S LOOK AT THE COMMERCIAL 
SIDE OF THINGS



s-FLX backing: the environmentally friendly alternative 

that is easy to install

We have developed a new type of backing for dust control mats.
One that is easier to use and better for the environment. The s-FLX
backing is PVC-free and this yields major benefits.
Easy to lay: the mat is 20% lighter and three times more flexible
No discolouration or stickiness: we do not use plasticisers and this
prevents migration of these materials on to hard subfloors. The top
coating of the floor, therefore, does not impact on the PVC
backing.
Kinder to the environment: from production to processing 30% less
energy consumption and 15% lower greenhouse gas emissions.
No plasticisers or chlorine, thus ensuring cleaner waste disposal.

We supply the following matting with an s-FLX backing:

 Dimensions

 Symphony

 Gobi

 Panthera

 Volante

 Gibson

 Sahara

 Sahara Wave



































Scraping entrance matting

The combination of soft and coarse yarns double the qualities of the
scraping entrance matting: the coarse yarns scrape the dirt from the
feet, whilst the soft yarns absorb moisture. Although an outdoor mat
is not required where scraping entrance matting is in place it might
contribute to an even cleaner interior.

High traffic – Sahara, Sahara Wave, Connection, 

Symphony, Dimensions, Gibson

Medium traffic – Gobi, Duratap, Rinotap, 

Promotap



















Absorbent entrance matting

Absorbent entrance matting is largely made up of soft yarns that
are capable of absorbing dirt and are optimised for moisture
absorption. In order to keep dirt outside more effectively, we
recommend combining with an outdoor mat.

High traffic – Panthera, Volante, Luxor

Medium traffic – Colorado, Hudson, Prisma



















Outdoor matting

An outdoor mat is designed to catch and collect dirt.
With its scraping function it ensures that coarse dirt is
kept outside in particular. Outdoor mats are used in
combination with an absorbing mat in the entrance in
order to prevent moisture from being brought in. An
Outdoor mat is easy to rinse clean and dries quickly.












